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material. The fly has been very successful on the Morell, 
in both the black and orange head versions.

Hook: Mustad 36890, sizes 6 – 10
Thread: Black or orange
Body: Silver Mylar tinsel under a strip of Scintilla spinner wing mate-
rial wrapped from front to back and then to the front again
Wing: Grey squirrel dyed orange
Collar: Orange
Head: Black or orange

RT Special (tied by Bryant Freeman)

A Bryant Freeman creation designed to provide fall 
salmon with a slightly different look. Bryant wrote, “The 
rabbit toes are from the foot of the snowshoe rabbit. The 
orange dye is applied to the bottom of the foot first and 
then the foot is immersed in yellow dye to give the ‘fire’ 
effect.”

Hook: Tiemco TMC 200R, size 4
Thread: Green Monocord
Tag: Oval silver tinsel and yellow floss
Tail: Snowshoe rabbit toe dyed ‘fire’
Butt: Black ostrich herl
Rib: Oval silver tinsel
Body: Silver Mylar tinsel
Body Hackle: Hot orange from the second turn
Wing: Snowshoe rabbit foot hair dyed ‘fire’
Throat: Hot orange
Cheeks: Snowshoe rabbit toe dyed red
Head: Green

Rusty Rat (tied by Jerome Molloy)

The most famous of the Rat series (Roy Angus 
Thompson) and created by J.C. Arsenault of Atholville, 
NB. The history of this series has been well documented 
elsewhere [2]. Sensibly, any “Rat” should at least main-
tain the signature grey fox wing and webby grizzly 
hackle, but even they are absent in some “named” varia-
tions. The original pattern had a peacock herl body and 
so it takes little imagination to work out the dressing for 
the Black, Blue, Gold, Gray, Green, and Silver variants. 
One need only look at the quality of the example shown 
here to know why Jerome Molloy won a fly-tying compe-
tition with this pattern.

Tag: Oval gold tinsel
Tail: Peacock sword fibres
Rib: Oval gold tinsel
Body: Rear half – orange-yellow floss veiled on top with waste end of 
the floss extending to the middle of the tail; front half – peacock herl
Wing: Grey fox guard hairs
Collar: Soft grizzly
Cheeks: Jungle cock (optional)
Head: Red

Sackville Rivers Special (tied by Larry Shortt)

George Ferguson created this pattern, which, in 2008, 
was selected by the Sackville Rivers Association to be 
the official Sackville Rivers Fly. According to George, 
Sackville salmon like green flies. In 1996 the river had a 
good run of salmon and he landed twelve salmon on this 

Rusty Rat; Restigouche River, NB (Jim Marriner)


